Ab initio protein structure prediction using physicochemical potentials and a simplified off-lattice model.
This study describes a computational method for ab inito protein structure prediction. Protein conformation has been modeled by using six optimized backbone torsion angles and fixed side chains approximating rotationally averaged real side chains. The approximations aim to keep complexity of the structure description to a minimum without seriously compromising the accuracy of the structural representation. An evolutionary Monte Carlo algorithm has been developed to search through this restricted conformational space to locate low-energy protein structures. A simple physicochemical force field has been developed to assess the energies of different conformations within this structural description. The corresponding residue interaction energies are based on hydrophobic, hydrophilic, steric, and hydrogen-bonding potentials. The search procedure has been used to locate native energy minima from primary sequence alone. The 3-D structures of polypeptides up to 38 residues with both beta and alpha secondary structural elements have been accurately predicted. The search procedure has been found to be highly efficient and follows an energetically and structurally plausible pathway to locate native populations. The simple force field described in the study has been compared with a more complex all-atom model and been found to be similarly effective in predicting the structures of proposed independent folding units. Proteins 2001;43:186-202.